
We provide a reliable outlook for investors and  
asset managers
The Universal Investment Group continues to move forward on its way to becoming 
the leading European fund service platform and Super ManCo for all asset classes. 

We are already the market leader for white label funds. We are also the largest third-
party ManCo as well as the largest AIFM in Luxembourg. Furthermore, we are one  
of the few providers active in the three most important European fund domiciles:  
Germany, Luxembourg and Ireland. Our goal is to find solutions for the big issues of 
our time that our clients face. These include digitalisation, regulation and sustainability. 
Institutional investors and asset managers value our independence and experience. 

Universal Investment is a pioneer in the investment industry and has been successful 
in the market since 1968. Written in our DNA is our ability to offer funds services from 
a single source, as an independent and visionary organisation. We administer more than 
EUR 750 billion in assets. Our goal is to continue growing with our clients.

We are working on this with more than 1,000 employees in Frankfurt, Luxembourg, Ireland, 
London, Hamburg and Krakow. As a lead investor, Universal Investment is backed  
by Montagu, a renowned private equity company that guarantees our neutrality and 
independence from corporate groups.

What makes us tick
Universal Investment stands for creating convincing and innovative business models. 
We have our finger on the pulse on the market and understand the special require-
ments our clients have. 

Consequently, we help asset managers worldwide, concentrate on their core expertise – 
implementing their investment strategies successfully – while we take care of every-
thing else. We enable institutional investors to bundle their assets in all asset classes 
through our ManCo platform and administer their assets efficiently. Our clients are  
on the safe side of current and future regulations with us. We are a true partner and are 
independent without any conflicts of interest.

The future is coming
To help our clients pave the way for the future, we have been a driving force for digi-
talisation within the industry. We have launched one of the world‘s first investment 
platforms for digital assets called UI Enlyte. The aim is to offer institutional investors  
and asset managers secure and regulatory-compliant access to digital assets. Through 
UI labs and our digital front office solutions, asset managers can optimise their busi-
ness. Furthermore, our digital matchmaking platform CAPinside gives asset managers 
direct access to qualified investors through focused campaigns. 
 
An open and modular platform
Our fund service platform is known for its sophisticated open infrastructure and neu-
trality. We work together with more than 400 asset managers and 35 custodians, plus 
many other partners worldwide. This is how we are able to create custom-fit solutions 
for the clients we serve.
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Institutional investors
For more than 50 years, we have been supporting institutional investors with their 
investments, by providing security. This includes customised solutions for the launch 
and administration of various investment vehicles. 

As a ManCo, we enable asset owners such as pension funds, companies, foundations 
and insurance companies to optimally manage their total investments and provide 
comprehensive, transparent reporting and risk management functions. 

Services such as portfolio management with sub-areas including overlay and transition 
management or collateral pool management, are all part of our service offering. We are 
also experienced with the challenges of data and cyber security. And we respond to 
these risks with the utmost prudence and reliability. 

Asset managers
Universal Investment has been launching white-label funds as a third-party ManCo 
since 1970. We have been doing this for fund launches, middle office functions and 
finally fund distribution. We have carried this out regardless of whether it has been for 
traditional securities funds or alternative investments. We have experience across all 
asset classes, offering a full range of fund services for our clients, including the best 
advice available. Through our active support in sales, marketing and communications, 
our clients can achieve a sustainable position in the retail fund market, whether this  
is in Germany or across national borders.

We work for international asset managers who want to distribute their funds in Europe, 
as well as asset managers, investment boutiques, fintechs and start-ups. Instead of 
building their own infrastructure, which is complex and costly, asset managers can 
draw on our proven platform, robust governance framework, proven risk controls and 
IT infrastructure. Plus, they have access to over 1,000 experts that we have inhouse. 
We also meet all the requirements made by relevant regulators. 

Sustainability
We attach great importance to corporate sustainability. We have integrated sustain-
ability strategically into our vision and anchored it operationally into our corporate 
structure. Through our ESG office, we work on sustainability issues in an interdisciplin- 
ary manner and help our clients meet the requirements of ESG regulations. Our com-
prehensive ESG reporting sets reliable standards, while we are also breaking new 
ground with artificial intelligence.

* Source: PwC 2021 ManCo Survey
Luxembourg

Customised solutions

• Securities
• Alternative investments
• Real estate
• Digital assets
• Portfolio management
• Reporting
• ManCo services
• Insourcing
• Middle office
• Fund distribution
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